CAREER
The best of CareerTrack HF5718 .B426 1993 video

COMMUNICATION
The power of speech PN4121.B77 P69 2004
Powerful communication skills for women HF5718 .K45 1994 video

HEALTH and SCIENCE
Eating disorders WM 175 E27 2004 dvd
Thin death by eating disorder WM 175 T442 2006 dvd
Post-traumatic stress disorder overview and psychosocial treatments WM 170 P675 2009 dvd
Addiction a comprehensive view HV5801 .A332 2008 dvd
Cognitive therapy WM 425.5 C6 C646 2006 dvd
Asperger's, autism & girls WM 203.5 A775 2011 dvd
The long goodbye facing dementia WT 155 L66 2011 dvd
Wit PS3555.D4845 W58 2010 dvd
Recovering anorexia nervosa and bulimia nervosa WM 175 R326 2012 dvd
Dying to be thin WM 175 D95 2004 dvd
Anything you can do, I can do better Why the sexes excel differently HQ1075 .A63 2004 dvd
A question of authority [videorecording] JUD BM538.M4 Q47 1992b dvd
The bottom line [videorecording] JUD BM538.M4 B66 1992b dvd

HOLOCAUST
Hitler's courts betrayal of the rule of law in Nazi Germany JUD KK9400 .H58 2006 dvd]
Unlikely heroes JUD D804.3 .U55 2007 dvd
Elusive justice the search for Nazi war criminals JUD D804.G4 E4 2011 dvd
Testimony of the human spirit JUD D810.J4 T47 2004 dvd
The Nazi officer's wife [videorecording] JUD DS135.A93 B442 2003 dvd
Unlikely heroes [videorecording] JUD D804.3 .U55 2007 dvd
Hitler's courts [videorecording] : betrayal of the rule of law in Nazi Germany JUD KK9400 .H58 2006 dvd
Genocide [videorecording] JUD D804.3 .G394 2004 dvd
Out of the ashes [videorecording] JUD D805.P7 O98 2004 dvd
Resistance [videorecording]: untold stories of Jewish partisans  JUD D810 .J4 R387 2002  video

**IN HISTORY**

Equality: a history of the women's movement in America  HQ1410 .E6 1996  video

Not for ourselves alone the story of Elizabeth Cady Stanton & Susan B. Anthony  HQ1412 .W36 2004  dvd

Catherine the Great  DK170 .C3844 2006  dvd

Destination America [the people and cultures that created a nation]  E184 .A1 D47 2006  dvd

Eleanor Roosevelt  E807 .1.R48 E43 2006  dvd

Triangle fire  F128 .5.T75 2011  dvd

**IN ENGLISH AND WORLD LITERATURE**


The Good earth  PS3503 .U198 G66 1990  video

Yentl  PJ5129 .S49 Y42 1989  video

Jane Austen's Northanger Abbey  PR4034 .N6 1987  video

Jane Austen's Mansfield Park  PR4034 .M322 1986  video 2 vol

Jane Austen's Pride & prejudice  PR4034 .P713 1985  video 2 vol

The Taming of the shrew  PR2832 .A23 1983  video

Washington Square  PS2116 .W32 2000  dvd

The Bronte sisters  PR4168 .B76 2006  dvd

Alice Walker everyday use, uncommon art  PS3573 .A425 Z525 2006  dvd v.1

Our town  PS3545 .I345 O96 2005  dvd


Pride & prejudice  PR4034 .P75 2006  dvd

Ernest Hemingway's The sun also rises  PS3515 .E37 S92 2007  dvd

Othello  PR2829 .A23 O83 2007  dvd

Hedda Gabler  PT8868 .A3232 2007  dvd


George Eliot life and literature  PR4681 .G46 2007  dvd

Jane Eyre  PR4167 .J32 2007  dvd

Lysistrata female power & democracy  HQ1236 .L97 2009  dvd

Euripides, Medea  PA3975 .M4 J442 2009  dvd

A worn path  PS3545 .E6 W675 2004  dvd